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About This Game

Shards of Azuria is an isometric, craft and build RPG. Create a character and a new world, then start your adventure by waking
up in town. You are greeted by the locals of Azuria and begin to find your way around.

The inhabitants of Azuria will assist you on your journey, helping you obtain many Abilities or to satisfy your creative
endeavour. Wander into the unknown, build a home and become strong enough to face the lurking evil.
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Gameplay Features

Inventory System with over 150+ items
Crafting System with over 90+ recipes
Build a home by placing down blocks, furniture or other objects
Add colour to your surroundings with the Paint Blaster
Core RPG mechancis, level up, get stronger and obtain new equipment
15+ Abilities to obtain out of 3 different class types
Diaglogue / Quest system with 6 core NPCs and 20+ quests
Day Cycle system
Explore large generated Woodland, Cave and Dungeon areas
Custom designed Town and Boss areas
Fight a variety of creatures
Vanquish a Final Boss
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Loot, Craft & Get Stronger

Aquire items from fallen enemies or stumble across rare crystals. Use what you find to craft a variety of items, including
weapons, armour, decoration or abilities. Pick and mix between what you equip or use from 3 different class types.

Abilities

Most Abilities are aquired through crafting with the support of the 3 class trainers that live in Azuria. The trainers will guide you
the process of becoming adept with Mysticism, Cunning or Might. Choose to play with any of the 15+ Abilities of those types.

Create

Dig, destroy walls or build your own home. Shape the area to your desire. Then add colour into the mix with the Paint Blaster!
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Future Plans

We feel that Shards of Azuria is a game with the option of extended content in most areas. It is very much a template to allow
for further development and on going improvement. But the scope of further development will also depend on the overall

reception and interest in the game. Below is a list of potential features that may be developed over time.

Multiplayer

More general content such as items, abilities, new areas, creatures, unique bosses…

Improved ways to create and build
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awesome, although i wish there were a way to toggle on and off the attraction/repulsion, so i can have an opportunity to enjoy
the images for a bit. As somebody clocking almost 200 hours in this game, I say this - ♥♥♥♥ yeah.
You need a computer good enough to run a half-decent sized universe, granted, but ♥♥♥♥ is it satisfying to build bigger and
cooler things up to ringworlds and ships bigger than solar systems. I ♥♥♥♥ing love it.

I also say - If the base game isn't enough for you, get the Galactic Armoury mod, it enhances the game in a lot of ways (though
does it make it more complex).

Star Ruler is a flawed, but just beautiful amazo, game.. I haven't played this for too long, but enough to say that it's intense.
Like, really intense.. Great fun. It is tactically enjoyable and complex, although at first seeming like a rather simple game.

Now, please make a coop version with different ship types etc. :). Well, I've learned my lesson for buying whatever game is on
sale without looking at the gameplay. For a fair review of what this game intends to do - the combinations are too random to
consider it a real puzzle game and it's boring just trying to randomly mix and match hoping for a quick playthrough. It's also
fairly expensive for a mobile game, so only get it if your a fan or it's on sale.. In Call of Duty when you score a kill youre
rewarded with a single ragdoll and +100xp in Airbuccaneers you are rewarded with an exploding airship the screams of all the
men you've just sent plummeting to their deaths!

Get this game!. The whole rewind time and play with your clones is a concept I've seen before though mostly on flash games.
This is an ok take on it but doesn't feel like a well playtested game. The puzzles get repetitive and the story segments aren't very
interesting. I think it would be better with a more humorous tone like portal rather than taking itself so seriously. Graphics are
pretty good for a puzzle game but it failed to really grab me. I might give it another shot if I'm bored. Not quite good enough to
recommend. Too bad there's no "meh" button.
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OMG! This game was simpe devine and amazingly adorable!! I had a huge grin on my face when I was playing the game the
whole time. The characters are all simply adorable or likeable in their own ways and there is cute humor throughout the game.
Its had some cute messages and fun and easy mini games. I was able to finish with the best ending and all the objectives on the
first go. The save point is easy to find and you can do a small bit of cooking and gardening in the game.

The player runs on energy and once you deplet it there is no way for her to get more unless she sleeps and starts the next
day/night. Dont worry though if she runs out of energy she doesnt collapse or anything she just cant cook or garden. Walking or
running desnt use energy. You have two cycles in the game where you are awake in the morning and can go to the florist,
hospital, or groccer and then the night comes where you can see the ghosts and interact with them.

For details on the art, the style is amazingly cute for an rpg game and its not pixelated or anything. she can visably walk around.
The only ganky part is thats there will be an oject in the background and forground of the character, that you can interact wth
and the only way you can interact with them is by using the back key on your keyboard to look behind you or the foward key to
look in front of you. Other then that the game uses the left and right key to move around.

The ending is a bit sad if you choose the correct answer to finish the game but once you finish the game you can unlock a hard
mode of the game where you can go though the whole game again from start to finish but everything is harder to do and takes
more engery to do it etc.

Overall the game is simple and adorable and well worth the money. Th developer did a fantastic job with the game. I dont
believe there are going to be any updates or add ons to the game so what you see is what you get but I was happy with what i
recieved from the game and the art style was what really sold the game for me. Simple adorable and unique! The game was so
lovable that it was one of those games that i really wished I was inside the game to experience the story first hand. Good game to
simple spend a few hours with and to brighten your day!. he goes through time in this one. This game is so good! I'm playing the
single player campaign missions and it really is a lot of fun. Yes, it's expensive compared to all the other VR titles, but for me, it
was definitely worth it and I don't see myself playing anything else the coming days!...

. WORKS JUST FINE WITH LATEST WINDOWS 10

This was the very first PC game I ever owned. Given to me on my 7th birthday and I STILL HAVE THE ORGINAL CD'S!

I cannot describe how good this game is. It has aged so well and is still much better than most other city builders out there. The
graphics are still good, the game mechanics are fantastic, the wonders really make you strive towards goals, and can easily spend
HOURS perfecting a city. So many things to consider the game will keep you constantly busy.

Unlike Ceaser and other city builders this one really just pushes you to want to keep playing towards the goals they set. I always
find myself getting board of Ceaser like games. Which with every mission having to build a bigger city. Gets kinda boring.
Pharaoh nailed it! I have been playing this game since 1999 and it still has never gotten old or boring for me and still offers a
great challenge. I play it at least 5-7 times a year and I still have not beaten it! swearing this is the time I beat the game ahha.
There is just so much game play to be had and if your an architect like me then you know your OCD really draws out the game
play! haha. You will spend your time building cities, trading, fighting military conquests, building wonders from pyramids to
great Alexandria library, the history of the game is pretty spot on, and the music is still fantastic to this day. There is nothing you
wont like about Pharaoh other when pharaoh's army comes and destroys your town being such an incompetent♥♥♥♥♥♥with
your finances.

For new players download the HD mod for the game here. http://www.wsgf.org/dr/cleopatra-queen-nile/en
Its so much better in 1980x1080. Just make sure that the first time you use it that you have the game set on the lowest rez
BEFORE you install patch. it will crash otherwise. I have literally been playing this game my whole life so if anyone has any
issues or needs help please feel free message me I get giddy when I get to discuss this game with people.

Enjoy you wont regret it!. Very bad. The kind of game you would find on newgrounds 20 years ago.. Game is actually very
good. Entertaining for a laugh, just like the first one. Get the game for laughs!
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